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The quantum nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS) 
J-1$,= -tL,+2c*+*2 (0.1) 
is an evolution equation on the time-dependent “annihilation operators” 
$(x, t) on the Fock spaces & = @ zzO ZN. The dynamics of NLS 
corresponds to the unitary group e fl” on & generated by the 
Hamiltonian Z? which has the following formal expression in terms of the 
creation and annihilation operators 1(1+, 1(1: 
fq M--~+L+cll/+21C/21. (0.2) 
-cc 
The Hamiltonian fi leaves N-particle sectors XN invariant 
(&= L2(RN)SYm) and induces on & the N-body Hamiltonian with 6- 
potential: 
H,= --d,+c c 6(x,-xj). (0.3 1
l#j 
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Equivalently, H, is the positive Laplacian -A, on the space JC,(R~)~~~ of 
symmetric functions with the boundary conditions 
(0.4) 
on the hyperplanes {xi= xi, i#j}, where (a/&- a/&~,)1 tf is the jump of 
the derivative across the hyperplane. 
NLS has attracted the attention of physicists as an integrable nonlinear 
quantum field model and they proposed the so-called “quantization 
prescription” for the solution of (0.1) (cf. [ 10, 9, 2, 3, 111). The “quan- 
tization prescription” consists, roughly speaking, in taking the solution 
f(x, t) of the “classical NLS” 
fi.r, = -L, + 2c Ifl’f, (0.5) 
which is linearized and solved by the inverse spectral transform, and quan- 
tizing it using the “normal ordering” of operators. 
The quantization prescription has serious flaws, the first of which is that 
it has not been rigourously justified. Assuming that it is nevertheless 
correct, the quantization prescription gives simple expressions for the 
generating function of conserved quantities of I? and for the creation 
operators of the eigenstates of fi (Bethe Ansatz eigenstates) but not for the 
solution of the NLS. 
In this paper we obtain explicit formulas for the solution of the NLS in 
terms of “collision expansions.” Our approach is based on the method of 
intertwining operators for fi which was developed in [4] and goes back to 
[S, 81. The Hamiltonian fi of the NLS is a member of the commutative 
family fiCk), k = 1, 2, . . . . where fi= fiC2) (cf. [4]). Analogously to (0.2), the 
“higher Hamiltonians” fiCk) can be written down formally in terms of I/ + 
and $ (cf. [6]). We denote by fi a) the “free Hamiltonians” corresponding 
to the case c=O (no interaction). The evolution equation 
of the free Hamiltonian fiO is linear and its solution, the free fields $o+ (x, t), 
(clO(x, t), can be explicitly written via the Fourier transform, for instance. 
By an intertwining operator (from fi, to Ei) we mean an invertible 
operator a on z?’ such that 
fiw = A^fi(k,A ~ 1 
0 (0.7) 
for all k. Intertwining operators conjugate the free fields tio(x, t), $0+(x, t) 
and the “interacting fields” $(x, t), $+(x, t). Thus, an explicit intertwining 
580'77:2-7 
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operator 2 allows one to express the solution Ii/(x, t)of the NLS in terms 
of the free fields $,,(x, t), I,+$ (x, t). 
We will now describe the contents of the paper in more detail. In Sec- 
tion 1 we associate an operator A on the Fock space A? with any tempered 
distribution a(x) on the real line (satisfying certain technical assumptions). 
The operator A is the direct sum of its restrictions A, to the N-particle sec- 
tors %$. We denote by H,<,( 1 + A ji) the convolution operator on L,(R”‘) 
with the elementary kernel 6(x) + a(x), by Sym,: L,(RN) + $N the sym- 
metrization operator, and by M, by multiplication operator by the 
indicator function of Ry = {x, > ... > x,~} (see Section 1 and [4]). We 
have 
(0.8) 
Then we put operators A into the normal ordered form (see, e.g., Cl]). We 
say for brevity that an operator a on 2 is normally ordered if 
A^ = C j” dx” dy” 4x, Y) II/+(x,)..~ICl+(x,) Il/(Y,)..~$(Y,)? (0.9) 
n 
where II/+(x), $(y) are the standard creation-annihilation perators and 
a,(~, y) are distributions on R” x R”. Let A = ON A,,, be associated with a 
distribution a(x) on R. We put 2 into the normal ordered form 
a = c l dx” dy” aAx, Y) $+(x,)..~ll/+(x,) ti(Yl)~~.t4Yn) (0.10) 
I- 
” = y( 1.) 
labelled by the “collision graphs” f, where the multidimensional dis- 
tributions a,(~, y) are determined by the distribution a(x) (see 
Theorem 2). In what follows we call operator expansions labelled by 
collision graphs or by pairs of collision graphs, etc., the collision expan- 
sions. 
To summarize, in Section 1 we associate a normal ordered operator 2 on 
the Fock space & with any tempered distribution a(x) on R and we 
develop a in a collision expansion. Let 6(k) be the Fourier transform of a. 
In Section 2 we show (Theorem 3) that the operator R is intertwining if 
and only if the function ci(k) satisfies the equation 
1 + ii(k) c+,/-lk 
1+6(-k)= -c-J-lk’ 
(0.11) 
The intertwining operators considered in [4] are the special cases 
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corresponding to a(x) = -c@(x) e -‘.’ and a(x) = -cd(x). From Theorem 3 
on we assume that a is intertwining. We obtain, following the scheme of 
[4], collision expansions for the intertwining operators A*, a -I, and 
(A*)-‘. 
The operators $;, go, which are the Fourier transforms of the free fields 
+ and Il/,,, respectively, create and annihilate, respectively, the eigenstates 
klk 1r . . . kN) of the free Hamiltonian fiO. Conjugating $0’ by A we 
obtain creation operators $J for the Bethe Ansatz eigenstates of 8 in the 
normalization defined by a. Operators II/,‘, $ and their companion fields 
h,+, h, play a crucial role in the “quantization prescription.” In the rest of 
Section 2 we obtain, generalizing the results of [4, 123, the commutation 
relations for these operators. 
In Section 3 we obtain the solution $(x, t) of the NLS in the form of a 
collision expansion (Theorem 8). An advantage of the collision expansions 
is that they directly express the interacting fields cl/(x, t)in terms of the free 
fields I/~(x, t), $0+(x, t). The disadvantages are that the collision expansions 
are not normal ordered and that they depend on the complicated com- 
binatorics of the collision graphs. We also obtain collision expansions for 
the operators $,‘, $,, h,, h:. 
In Section 4 we make a few general remarks about collision graphs. We 
show, in particular, that it suffices tocalculate the terms in collision expan- 
sions corresponding to the connected collision graphs. 
In a forthcoming publication [7] we will compare our formulas with the 
formulas obtained via the “quantization prescription.” 
1. OPERATORS ON FOCK SPACE AND COLLISION EXPANSIONS 
We start by recalling the standard notions about the Fock space (see, 
e.g., [l] or [ 131) and establishing notation. The Fock space & = 
@G=, %w is the direct sum of its N-particle sectors %N = L2(RN)SYm, 
where Y& is spanned by the vacuum vector 10). We denote by W, the 
permutation group of N items and by Sym,: L,(RN) -+ -xl, 
Wm,f)(x) =& C f(wx) 
. W’EW 
the symmetrization operator. For a measurable set Xc RN we denote by 
8, its indicator function and by M, the operator of multiplication by 8,. 
We denote by RN, the set (xi > . . . 2 x,}, by 9+ its indicator function, 
and by M, the operator of multiplication by 0, . 
Throughout the paper we consider tempered distributions (see, e.g., 
[ 131) with continuous Fourier transforms. From now until the end of this 
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section we fix a distribution the line a(x) of this class and let B(k) be its 
Fourier transform. We define a convolution operator a,,, = niCj A, on 
URN) by 
(A,./-)(x) = jl, 4Y).f(X,, . ..> x, + I’, ... x, - y, . .) XN) dy. 
We say that AN is the convolution operator with the elementary kernel “a” 
and the elementary multiplier ci. 
By the (position) creation-annihilation perators we mean a conjugate 
pair $+(x), e(x) of operator valued distributions on S? satisfying the 
canonical commutation relations 
[$(xL b+(Y)1 = [II/+(x), ll/‘(Y)l =o, [$(x)3 ICI’(Y)1 =&-I?) 
and 
I(/(x) to>= 0. 
We use the nickname “fields” for I/J(X), $+(y) and, more generally, for 
operator valued distributions. Any pair of fields It/(x), $+( y) is unitarily 
equivalent o the standard fields t,GO(x), $ ‘(x) given by 
($,,(x)f)(x,, “‘, xN- ,,=&%, xl, “‘, xN-,) (1.1) 
and 
($o’(x)f)(x, > ...> xN+ 1 )=(&?-‘x6(x-xj)f.(x I,..., ii,..., xN+,). 
I 
(1.2) 
For a while we consider only the standard fields and we denote them by 
$(x), $ +(x) if there is no danger of confusion. 
With a distribution g(t, II) on R” x R” we associate an operator 6 on 2 
by 
&j dr”drl”g(r,rl)ll/+(5,)...~+(5m)~(Yl,)’..~(~n) (1.3) 
R’“xR” 
and say that g is the normal symbol of the operator 6 (cf. Cl]). In the 
special case m = n we have C? 1 ,7N = 0 for N < n and for N 2 n, G ( xN is given 
by 
G..,(x, > “‘3 xn) = 1 S~~“g(xi,,...,xi./~l,‘.., Vn) 
i,# ... fi” 
x f(q L 2 .“t qn, XI 7 ...T ii, 3 ...> iin, ...) XN). (1.4) 
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The operators on $@ of the form 6 =x, 6,,, where c?, has a normal 
symbol g,, are called normal ordered operators. 
We consider the operators 
(1.5) 
on J%, N> 0, and set 
a= 6 A,. (1.6) 
N=O 
The goal of this section is to represent he operators A in normal ordered 
form. 
Let e,, . . . . eN be the standard basis of RN and the AN c RN be the set 
A,= {ei-e,, 1 <i#j< N}. We denote elements of A, by a,p,y, notice 
that the group W, naturally acts on A,, and set A; = {e,- e,: i< j}. Then 
A, = AZ u Ai, where Ai = -A;. The notions introduced above are the 
standard notions for reflection groups in the particular case of the sym- 
metric groups W,. The elements CI E A, are called the roots (of W,), 
LYeA,+ are the positive roots, and we will use notation c1> 0 for them. 
We consider the space R” = U;= o RN, the inductive limit of RN, and the 
set A=U,A,cR”O, the inductive limit of A,, with the subsets A+ = 
UNAZ and A_ = UN A;. The group W= UN W, naturally acts on the 
finite subsets of A. 
DEFINITION 1. Two finite subsets P,, P, c A are called equivalent 
(P, - P2) if P,, P, c A, for some N and there exists WE WN such that 
P,= WP,. 
We call the subsets P c A + positive and say that Q c A is admissible if it 
is equivalent to a positive subset. We denote by E the set of equivalence 
classes of admissible sets. 
Let S= (yr, .. . . yP) be a subset of A,. We associate with S a distribution 
g&) on RN by 
g,(z) = J dPa(r,) .. Qz(t,)d(z-t,y,- ... -t&J (1.7) 
and an indicator function on RN 
eS(x)= fi 8((Yilx)), (1.8) 
i=l 
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where (xl y) is the standard scalar product in RN and O(t) is the indicator 
function of R + c R. We set 
a,(-% Y) = es(x) g.s( Y - 2x1 (1.9) 
and denote by IS the corresponding integral operator on L,(RN) 
(~.sf)(x) = jRh ask Y)f( Y) dY. (1.10) 
The obvious symmetry (w E IV,) 
a&x, y ) = a,( w ~ ‘x, w -- ‘y ) (1.11) 




where the summation is over all SC A,, S = wP, w E W,, preserves the 
subspace &“. 
For a set S c A we denote by N(S) the smallest N such that S c A,. For 
PC A+ and iV>, N(P) we consider the operator I, on L,(RN) defined by 
(1.12) and denote by A,,, the restriction fit to J’&. We set 
&== 0 A,,, (1.13) 
N > N(P) 
which defines the operator aP on S@ for every positive set P. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Cc E be an equivalence class of admissible subsets. 
The function P -+ N(P) on subsets P E C has a minimum attained on a 
unique positive set f which is called the minimal representative of the 
class C. A set f c A + is called minimal if it is the minimal representative of
its class. 
THEOREM 1. Let r be a minimal set. Then a, is the operator on & with 
the normal symbol a,, i.e., 
,&=ld5”dq” aAt, v) rf/+(5r)...++(5,) $(v~)..-IcI(k)- (1.14) 
For the operator A^  of (1.6) we have 
A^=&2,, (1.15) 
where the summation is over all minimal subsets r c A + . 
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Proof We start by expanding the operator A, (see (1.5)). For any 
subset B c A ; we denote by c, the convolution operator on L,(RN) 
given by 
z‘,= n A,, (1.16) 
Ps E B 
which we consider as an operator from &, to L,(RN). We have, for 
B= {PI, . . . . Pp), 
(z',f)(x) = jdt"a(t,). . 4t,Mx+ t,P, + ... + q7PP). (1.17) 
Denote by 0,,. the indicator function of the set wRN,, U’E W,. Then 
(ANY)(x) = c 1 + ‘%(x)(%f)(~-- ‘Xh (1.18) 
WE wy BcA,v 
Set WB = D c A ,,,. Using that f is symmetric with respect o WN we rewrite 
(1.18) as 
V,vf)b) = 2 c ~,.(x)(~,f)(x)> (1.19) 
w’ DcA,y 
where the summation in (1.19) is over the pairs w, D such that w-‘DC AZ. 
Now fix an admissible set D = (y I, . . . . yP} and do the summation over u’ 
first. We get 
(A,vf)(x) = c ( 1 
D IV:% -‘DcA; 
k(4) @of). (1.20) 
Denote the set {w: w-‘D c A,f } by W,. Then WE W, if and only if 
w-‘y>O for all YED or equivalently (wP$IR,+)>O, i.e., (yIwR,‘)>O. 
Thus the indicator function of the set u,, wD wRN+ is the product of 
indicator functions of the halfspaces (y 1 x) > 0, y E D. Therefore we rewrite 
(1.20) as 
A,V= c [n e(<yix))]SD. 
DcA,y ytD 
(1.21) 
The summand in the right-hand side of (1.21) is the integral operator with 




where the summation is over all inequivalent positive sets P. Using that 
every equivalence class of admissible subsets of A has a unique positive 
minimal prerepresentative I- we obtain 
i=xA,,r= c Ap,N=&i,, 
N N.P I- 
(1.23) 
which proves (I. 15). Using (1.4), it is straightforward toverify (1.14). The 
theorem is proved. 
It is convenient to reformulate Theorem 1 in the language of collision 
graphs. 
DEFINITION 3. A graph r with q vertices and p oriented edges is called 
a collision graph if the following conditions are satisfied. 
1. For every vertex there is an edge coming into it or going out of it. 
2. There is at most one edge between any two vertices. 
3. It is possible to label the vertices of the graph by positive integers in 
such a way that the edges go from smaller to larger numbers. 
A collision graph with a labelling satisfying condition 3 is called a 
labelled collision graph. 
Every labelled collision graph r defines a collision graph r by erasing 
the labels and we say that two labelled collision graphs ri and r2 are 
equivalent if i+, = r2. 
If r and r’ are two equivalent labelled collision graphs we say that r is 
smaller than r’ if the labels i and i’, respectively, of any vertex satisfy i 6 i’. 
This defines a partial order on the set of equivalent labelled collision 
graphs which obviously has minimal elements with respect o this ordering. 
Using the self-explanatory terminology we talk about the minimal 
labellings of a collision graph r. The terminology of “collision graphs” has 
an obvious motivation. We think about vertices of a collision graph as 
colliding particles and the edges tell us which particles collide with each 
other. A labelling of a collision graph corresponds to a labelling of the 
particles by integers. Since the Hamiltonian (0.3) describes the quantum 
system of N Bose-particles interacting by elastic collisions, the term 
“collision graph” seems very appropriate. 
We denote by q(r) and p(r) the number of vertices and edges, respec- 
tively, of a collision graph and call them the particle number and the 
collision umber, respectively. 
Any (labelled) collision graph r uniquely decomposes as the union of its 
connected components r = r, u . . . u Tr. 
A connected collision graph has a unique minimal labelling. The 
following is obvious. 
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PROPOSITION 1. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence b tween 
finite subsets Bc A, and the labelled collision graphs which preserves the 
equivalence relation and therefore defines an isomorphism between 
equivalence lasses ofadmissible s ts and collision graphs. The correspon- 
dence preserves the minimality. 
In view of Proposition 1, we can reformulate Theorem 1 in terms of 
collision graphs. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a collision graph with q(f) = n and denote by the 
same symbol r a minimal abelling of it (which is unique if the graph is con- 
nected). Idenittfy r with a subset of A,f and denote by a, the corresponding 
distribution on R” x R” given by (1.7) and (1.9). Let 2, be the operator on 
2 with the normal symbol a,. (see (1.14)). Then 
(1.24) 
with the summation over the set of collision graphs. 
In what follows we refer to the operator expansions with the terms 
labelled by r-tuples of collision graphs as collision expansions. 
2. DISTRIBUTIONS ON R AND INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
Recall (cf. [4]) that the Hamiltonian fi is a member of a commuting 
family A’“‘, n = 1, 2, . . . . of operators on 2 (I? = I?“‘). We denote by fig) 
the family corresponding to c=O and call fig) the free Hamiltonians as 
opposed to the Hamiltonians I?“‘). 
DEFINITION 4 (cf. [4]). An operator A on & is called intertwining 
(from A, to A) if 
for all n. Analogously, we say that b intertwines from I? to Z?,, if 
for all n. 
&@” = fif$B (2.2) 
Let a(x) be a distribution on the real line and let A^ be the operator on 
2 associated with it in Section 1. 
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THEOREM 3. The operator A is intertwining urom fi, to I?) if and only if 
the Fourier transform ci satisfies 
1 + Li(k) c+,,-lk 
1+6(-k)= -c-ok’ (2.3) 
Proof: We denote by H’“’ and H&“) the restrictions of A’“’ and fig), 
respectively, to the N-particle sector XN. To say that A is intertwining is 
equivalent to saying that for any N the operator A, intertwines Hg) 
with H’“‘. In particular, A, intertwines H, = -A = - (a2/ax2 + cY2/8’y) 
with H = -A + 2&(x - y). In other words, A, transforms the boundary 
condition 
@l~x-wYlfl.x=,=o (2.4) 
into the boundary condition 
(Wx - way k I .L. = v = cg. (2.5) 
It is elementary to check that if A, sends (2.4) into (2.5) then the 
distribution a(x) satislies Eq. (2.3). 
To show that (2.3) is sufficient, we consider the distribution a,(x)= 
-ce(x)eC““, set i(k) = (1 + ci(k))/( 1 + B,(k)), and denote by r the inverse 
Fourier transform of F. Until the end of the proof we fix N and delete the 
subscript N from notation. 
By [4, Theorem 1.11, operator A, associated with the distribution a,, is 
intertwining. Since the product ni=, i(k, - kj) is symmetric with respect o 
permutations of k,, . . . k,, the convolution operator iT = nicjR, on 
L,(R”‘) with the elementary kernel r commutes with the operator Sym. 
Since a convolution commutes with the differential operators with constant 
coefficients, R = Sym iT Sym commutes with HP) for all n. Since 1 + A, = 
(1 + Ar))R, for all i # j and since A?) commutes with R,, for all i # j, p # q, 
we have 
1 Symi?Sym=A,R. 
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We obtained the equation 
A = A,R, (2.6) 
which implies, by remarks above, that A^ is intertwining. 
Notice that in the proof of Theorem 3 we used the following elementary 
fact. Let T(X) be a distribution on R such that r( -x) = r(x). Then for any 
N the convolution operator ii,,, = nici _R,, on L,(RN) preserves & and we 
denoted the induced operator Sym, R, Sym, by R,. The direct sum 
@ zzO R, is a “convolution operator” on %? which we denote by i?. 
Recall that the Fourier transform of the convolution 
(a * b)(x) = Jl;, 4x - Y) NY) dY 
of two distributions is the product 6(k) 6(k) and denote by a-’ the 
distribution inverse to a in the sense 6’ * a= 6(x). Then (a-‘)” (k) = 
(6(k))-‘. 
In the course of the proof of Theorem 3 we have proved the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Let a distribution a(x) satisfy (2.3), let u,(x) =
-cO(x)e-‘“, and let r= [6(x) + u(x)][~(x) + u,(x)]-‘. Let a, AO, and fi be 
the corresponding operators on 2,. Then 
a = A& (2.7) 
Our next goal is to calculate the operator a*a on 2. 
THEOREM 4. Let a distribution u(x) on R satisfy (2.3), let a be the 
corresponding operator on Fock space, and denote by p the distribution 
P(X) = C&x) + 4x11 * CW) + C( -x)1 
with the Fourier transform b(k) = 11 + 6(k)[*. The distribution p is sym- 
metric, i.e., p(x) = p( -x), and let lj be the corresponding operator on 2. 
Then 
/j*a=p. (2.8) 
Proof. The assertion holds for the distribution a,(x) = -CO(X) eerx (cf. 
[4, Theorem 1.2]), where PO(k) = k2/(c2 + k’) (cf. [4]). In view of (2.7), 
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The operators in the right-hand side of (2.9) are “convolution operators” 
on 2, thus they all commute. Besides if u and u are symmetric dis- 
tributions on R and w = u * v then irP= f@. Therefore the right-hand side 
of (2.9) is the convolution operator on ~8 corresponding to the distribution 
Y( -x) * r(x) * pO(x) = p(x), which proves the theorem. 
Now we can calculate the left inverse of the operator A, which for 
brevity we denote by A - ‘. 
For a distribution a(x) on R we set a*(x) = a( -x) and denote by b(x) 
the distribution on R such that 
6(x) + b(x) = [6(x) + a*(x)] ‘. (2.10) 
THEOREM 5. Let a(x) be a distribution on R satisfying (2.3) and let b(x) 
be given by (2.10). The distribution b(x) also satisfies (2.3) and let A^  and B 
be the corresponding intertwining operators (from I?,, to I?) on &. Then 
j-‘=j*. (2.11) 
Proof. We use that for any operator 
A - I= (‘j*A^)-‘A*. (2.12) 
Denote by q(x) the distribution on R inverse to p(x) (see Theorem 4). By 
Theorem 4, (a*a))’ = p-’ = Q. Using that &* = & we rewrite (2.12) as 
(A ‘)* = A^&. (2.13) 
Rewriting (2.13) in terms of N-particle sectors we have 
(A;‘)* = A,Q,= N! Sym,M+ [~U+A.)][~iQ,]- (2.14) 
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3, we have 
where BN is the convolution operator with the elementary kernel 
[(6(x) + u(x)) * (6(x) + a*(x))] -‘(6(x) + a(x)) = [6(x) + a*(x)] -l. 
By (2.10) we can rewrite (2.14) as (A,‘)* = B,, which implies the asser- 
tion of the theorem. 
For a distribution d(<, ‘1) on R” x R” we define the distribution d*(r, q) 
by d*(<, q) = d(q, g). Theorems 2, 3, and 5 immediately imply the following. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let a(x) be a distribution on R satisfying (2.3) and let 
b(x) be defined by (2.10). Let, for any collision graph r, q(T) = n, 
a,((, u]) and b,([, q) be the distributions on R” x R” defined by a(x) and 
b(x), respectively (see Section 1, (1.9)). Finally, let a be the intertwining 
operator corresponding to a(x) and consider also the intertwining operators 
A^*, a-‘, and (a*))‘. These operators have the collision expansions 
ii= 1 jd<“dq” aAl, s) J/+(51)...1C1+(5n) 11/(11).~.b4V?z) Q-15) 
r.n =y(T) 
and 
(a*)-‘= c J-J = q(r) jd~“d~“br(5,11)~+(5,).,.~+(5,)i(?,)...~(tl.), 
(2.18) 
where $ f (0, +(q) are the standard creation and annihilation operators. 
In the rest of this section we denote by $0+(x), @Jx) the standard 
position creation-annihilation operators and by 
G,(k) = 1’” dx e-J-“‘“ti,,(x), 
-cc 
g,+(k) = jym dx eflkX$z(x) 
the standard momentum creation-annihilation perators. The operators 
G,‘(k) create the (normalized to b-function) eigenstates fo(.l k) of the free 
Hamiltonians fig), that is, for k = (k,, . . . k,), 
hW,b-~,+h) lo>=fo(.lk). (2.19) 
Let a(x) be a distribution satisfying (2.3), let B(k) be its Fourier trans- 
form, and set b(k) = 11 + B(k)1 2. Recall that a is the intertwining operator 
determined by the distribution a(x). We define the fields h$O)+(k), hLO)(k) on
c%’ by 
hi’)(k) = exp (27~)~’ jIm dr log( 1 + B(k - r)) g,+(r) i,(r)] (2.20) 
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and 
hlO)(k) = exp dr log( 1 + B*(k- r)) G,+(r) G,(r) 1 (2.21) 
and set 
Il/,‘(k)=A^$,+(k)P (2.22) 
$,(k) = (A*)-‘$,(k) a* (2.23) 
h,+(k)=Ahp+(k)P (2.24) 
and 
h,(k) = (A*)-‘hjp)(k) a*. (2.25) 
THEOREM 6. (i) The fields $:(k), 1+5,(k), h,+(k), h,(k) satisfy the com- 
mutation relations 
[h,(k), U41 = CkW), h,+(l)1 = 0, 




h,(k) Ic/,‘(O = (I+ W- 4) 11/,‘(4 h,(k). (2.28) 
(ii) Operators $,‘(k) create the eigenstates f,(.l k) of the family @“) 
of Hamiltonians (Bethe Ansatz eigenstates) in the “a’‘-normalization, i.e.for 
k = (k,, . . . k,), 
IC/,‘(k,)...Il/:(k,) IO> =f,(.lk)> (2.29) 
where 
f,(xIk)=(N!)P”2 1 w 
WN 
,~~~(ki-k,)]exP(~(klx))}. (2.30) 
(iii) Operators h,(k), h,f (k) commute with the family I?‘“’ of the 
Hamiltonians. They are diagonalized by the Bethe Ansatz eigenstates 
f,(. I k, , . . . . kN) and 
h,(k)f,(. I k, 3 . . . fi (1 +b(k-ki) I 
.fa(.lkl, .*.t k,)t (2.31) 
i=l 
h,f(k)fa(.lk,, . . ..k.v)= fi (1 +4k-b-1 1 f,(.lk,, . . ..k.). (2.32) i= I 
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(iv) Assume that the distribution a(x) satisfies the condition 
11 + a(k)] = 1 and that c > 0 (the repulsive case). Then 
l),(k) $;(I)= [l +ci(k-/)I2 l/G,+(1) $,(k)+2n6(k-I). (2.33) 
Proof The argument is completely analogous to those of [4, 
Theorem 2.1; 12, Theorem 21, which correspond to the special case a(x) = 
-co(x) of the present theorem. We leave the details to the reader. 
3. SOLUTION OF NLS AS A COLLISION EXPANSION 
Recall that we denote by I,+,, (x, t), $0+(x, t) and by $,(k, t), $,+(k, t) the 
free fields in the position and the momentum representations, respectively. 
The (interacting) fields t,Qx, t), $+(x, t) satisfy the NLS, the canonical 
commutation relations, and the initial conditions $(x, 0) = It/,,(x), 
$+(x, O)=ll/,f(x) (see (l.l), (1.2)). In Section2 we introduced the fields 
rl/,‘(k), $,(k) (see (2.22) and (2.23)), which are the creation-annihilation 
operators for the Bethe Ansatz eigenstates in the “a’‘-normalization. Their 
companion fields h,+(k), h,(k) (see (2.24) and (2.25)) are diagonalized by 
the Bethe Ansatz eigenstates. Denote by IC/,+(k, t), Il/,(k, t), h,+(k, t), and 
h,(k, t) the corresponding time-dependent fields, where, for instance, 
$,(k, t) = en” $,(k) e-or’. The following result is immediate from 
Theorem 6. 
PROPOSITION 2. The time dependence of the fields $,‘(k, t), 
$,(k, t), h,+(k, t), h,(k, t) satisfies 
rL,‘(k, t)=e -ll/,‘(k) (3.1) 
and 
h,(k t) = k,(k). (3.2) 
Proposition 2 shows the importance of the fields $,+(k), I(/,(k), h,+(k) 
and the following result expresses them in terms of the free fields. 
THEOREM 7. Let a(x) be a distribution on R satisfying condition (2.3) 
and let b(x) be the distribution on R defined by [6(x) + a*(x)] -’ = 
S(x) + b(x). For any collision graph r, q(T) = n, let a,(<, n) and b,(& n) be 
the distributions on R” x R” determined by a(x) and b(x), respectively. Then 
the fields $,‘(k), $,(k) h ave the following collision expansions labelled by
pairs r, A of collision graphs: 
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Proof Follows directly from (2.22), (2.23), and Corollary 2. 
Recall that the time-dependent interacting fields $+(x, t), 1,9(x, t)are 
given by 
It/(x, t)=,J=fill/,(*)e-J=~fi, $+(X, +eJ=fi$o+(X)e-J=fi. 
(3.5) 
The fields @(x, t), 1+5+(x, t) satisfy the NLS (0.1) and the canonical equal 
time commutation relations. Our goal is to express them in terms of the 
free fields It/o+ (x, t), IclO(x, t). In the rest of this section we assume that c > 0. 
Then the intertwining operator 2 is invertible, thus k’ is the inverse 
operator. 
THEOREM 8. The interacting fields Ii/(x, t), IJI + (x, t) have collision expan- 
sions in terms of the free fields $z, $O labelled by the quadruples 
r, m =q(r), A, n= q(d), r’, m’=q(T’), and A’, n’=q(d’) of collision 
graphs. Namely, 
$(x, t)= c jd4.d~d~d~dT’d~‘d~‘d~‘a,(rf,rl’) 
I-,F.A,A’ 
.aXn’, $1 bA5, rl) &‘A& ~0 
. It/o+ (cl 1 . . . $,‘(cd) $0(4 1 . . . Il/o(sL,) 
.$o+(C,, t)...$of(L, t) @0(11, t)~~~+cl(?*, f) 
.$cl(x, t) $,‘(A, t)...$o+(L t) 
.$&I, t) . ..$o(~nr t) II/,‘(G) . ..$o’(K.,) $o(P;)-..~o(/-&) (3.6) 
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and 
$+(x, t)= 1 
I:F’,A,A’ 
Sd~d~d~d~d~‘d~‘d~‘d~‘cr,(t’,4’) 
~&(n’, P’) br(5, rl) E%L CL) 
. tie+ (5; 1. . . $o+ (cd) ll/o(fl) . . . $O(?L~) 
.$0+(5,, f)...$o+(L?l, t)$&,v t)...$o(vm, t)$o+(x, t) 
ProoJ: We use that 
+w, t)=e Jz’“q/o(x) e-J-rtf? 
and that 
&LA = ~,Jx/?o~ ~ I > e-J-l’A=~*-I eJ-rrAoA* 
From (3.8) and (3.9) we have 
lfqx, t)=Ae ” JT”‘“p90(x) a*-1 ,-zh,~* 
Consider the operator a-‘$,(~)a*-’ and substitute for A^-‘, a* 






. ti,’ (51) . . It/o+ (5,) Il/O(‘ll ) . . . ~o(~?n) It/o(x) 
.~o’(n,)...Il/,‘(;l,)ICIo(~,)...~,(~,). (3 11) 
When we conjugate (3.11) by ,J-r’fiO, we obtain the time-dependent free 
fields in the right-hand side. Multiplying by a on the left and by a* on the 
right and using their collision expansions from Corollary 2 we obtain (3.6). 
The proof of (3.7) is completely analogous. 
4. CALCULATION OF TERMS IN COLLISION EXPANSIONS 
In Section 1 we have associated with a distribution a(x) on R and any 
collision graph r with n vertices a distribution aA& q) on R” x R”. In this 
section we make a few general remarks about the distributions a,. 
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Let r be a collision graph with q vertices and p edges and let 1,2, . . . . q 
be an adimissible labelling of the vertices of I’. Denote by 
y, =e ,,.,, , - yp = ei,,jp the positive roots corresponding to the edges of r. 
Recall that 
1 ~AY-X), (4.1) 
where 
Z,(z) = 1% dt”a(t,)-..a(t,)6(z-t,y,- ... -t,y,). (4.2) 
~ % 
Let f 1, . . . . f,. be the connected components of I- with qi = q(ri), 
pi = p(Ti). Enumerate the vertices and the edges of r so that the vertices 
and the edges of Ti are labelled by the numbers q, + . . . + q,+, + 
1,...,q,+--.+q;-1+g, and pl+ .--+P~-~+I ,..., pi+ --.+~~-,+p,, 
respectively. Thus, the roots y,, . . yy are partitioned into r groups and the 
space RY = a;=, RYJ is the direct sum of subspaces corresponding to graphs 
r , , . .1 I-,, respectively. For ZE RY let z = CT=, zi be the corresponding 
decomposition, zi E RY: From this discussion and the formula for the dis- 
tribution uy we conclude the following. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let r be a collision graph with connected components 
r,, . . . . r,. Let a, and a,;, i= 1, . . . r, be the corresponding distributions. Then
aAx? Y)= ir Q/-,(X;, Vi). (4.3) 
,=I 
In view of Proposition 3, it suffices tocalculate a, for connected collision 
graphs ZY In what follows we assume that I- is connected and call the 
number m(r) = p(f) - q(r) + 1 the multiplicity of r. It is elementary to 
check that 
Thus 
0 <m(r) < (q(r) - 1)(4(r) - 2) 
. \ 
2 . 
From now on we fix a connected graph r and denote by q, p, and m the 
corresponding numbers. The vectors y,, . . . . yp on Rq span the subspace 
R8 = {x = (x,, . . . . x4) E RY: x1 + . . . + x, = O}. The multiplicity m = 0 if and 
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only if y,, . . . . yP form a basis of R8. Denote x1 + ... + xy by tr(x) and the 
distribution G(tr(x)) by a(x). By the discussion above, we have 
~i-(x, Y) = 4x - Y) fi,(Y - xl, 
where Li,(y -x) is given by the integral (4.2) over the hyperplane 
Cf=, t,yi = y - x of dimension m. 
Consider the case m = 0. Then yl, . . . yP form a basis of R;I and t,, . . . . t, 
are the coordinates in this basis. Denote by y:, . . . yp* the dual basis. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let r he a connected collision graph with q(f) = q, 
p(T) = p, and m(I’) = 0. Then 
al-(x, Y)=4x-Y) fi e((YklX))a((Y,*ly-x)). 
k=l 
(4.4) 
Proof. Since m =0, the integral (4.2) over the hyperplane y-x = 
If=, tiyi reduces to the evaluation of the integrand at the point y - x and 
t;= (y*ly-x). 
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